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”Almost like home”  
Exchange students from County Cork thriving in Övertorneå 
 

The sun rises in a clear blue sky. The snow is glistening in the sunlight and four exchange 
students from County Cork in Ireland are expectantly keeping an eye on the clock. Soon 
they will be off to Lake Soukolojärvi and ice fishing together with some. 
"It sounds a little quirky to walk on a frozen lake. But there's ice everywhere. And snow! 
Never in my life have I seen so much snow. I had to buy new shoes so as not to slip," says 
Elle Frances Gray, who is studying computing.  

Neither she nor any of the others: Damian Górnik, who is also studying computing, Dean Peters or 
Valdas Balkunas in the vehicle mechanics programme have ever fished through ice. So they are all 
excitedly looking forward to today's recreational activities. 
 

Alongside their studies, which go on for three weeks, the students have also had a taste of other 
adventures. For example, they have been dogsledding.  

 

Photo: Valdas Balkunas (from the left), Elle Frances Gray, Dean Peters and Damian Górnik are all exchange 
students at Utbildning Nord. Gray and Górnik are studying computing, Balkanus and Peters vehicle mechanics. 
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But it is not only the outdoor adventures that have appealed to them.  
 

“The people are very hospitable and open and it's easy to talk to the other students here,” says Dean 
Peters in praise of his temporary school community a long way north of his home region.  
But it is not so very different from what he is used to. 
 

”It's almost like home. I live in the country in a small village.  
However, the school itself is very different from the college they go to back home.  
 

”It's completely different. At home the classes are much bigger. Here we get all the help we need. The 
teachers are on hand and you can ask for advice," says Damian Górnik, who as a child moved to Ireland 
from Poland with his family. 
Valdis Balkunas also moved to Ireland with his family, but from another part of Europe. His roots are in 
Lithuania.  
 

“You learn more here when the teachers give individual guidance," he says.  
 
 

 

Photo: Valdas Balkanus and Dean Peters absolutely 
wanted to pose in front of the impressive rally car 
which is being serviced in the vehicle mechanics hall 
at Utbildning Nord.  

 
 

All four are in their last year of upper secondary school back home and have made their plans for the 
future. University is their goal. One plans to study marine engineering, one has chosen computer studies, 
the third web design and the fourth is choosing to study biomedicine.  
 

The international coordinator of the arctic vocational foundation Utbildning Nord Iiris Matela tells us 
that the student exchange sorts under the Erasmus + programme, and says that the Irish students are from 
the vocational college St. John’s Central College in Cork. 
 

"We have been co-operating with the school for several years, as well as other schools in other countries, 
for example Poland and Finland, and Malta, where three of our students will soon be going. The 
exchanges involve both teachers and students."  
 

According to Matela, the EU-funded Erasmus + programme has goals that include cross-border mobility 
– to learn from others, and to gain new experience.  
 

“To have on your CV that you have been an exchange student in another country is a bonus when you 
seek a job," Iiris Matela adds.  
 

And it occasionally happens that the exchange period leads to work in the exchange country.  
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